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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing an Al application that will perform real-time
processing by using Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics.
You need to identify the valid outputs of a Stream Analytics
job.
What are three possible outputs? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. a Hive table in Azure HDInsight
B. Azure SQL Database
C. Azure Blob storage
D. Azure Cosmos DB
E. Azure Redis Cache
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company needs to allocate AWS costs across three different
departments running in a single VPC. Each department has a
number of Amazon EC2 instances dedicated to the applications
fnar are specific to the given department.
How can the costs be allocated across the three departments?
A. Have each department tag their resources, then run a cost
allocation report.
B. Enable billing alerts through Amazon CloudWatch
C. Configure three VPCs. allocating one tor each department
D. Create an AWS IAM account with billing access and use the
AWS CLI to view EC2 instance use statistics.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Is correct virtual snapshot of the storage array is?
A. Snapshotscannotbe rolled back after the first use
B. Snapshot support across the array
C. LUN snapshot is a virtual LUN
D. Creating a snapshot after the entry into force
Answer: C
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